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Abstract. The paper proposes a new socially oriented protocol that avoids
pseudo-decentralization and monopolization of the network, increases the availability of the system, provides a fair selection of potential validator nodes, and
provides a fair reward for creating new blocks and adding them to the blockchain. Our proposed protocol provides for the creation and addition of new
blocks to a blockchain. Defines a node validator, which will create the next
block according to its useful activity in the network according to predefined
conditions, which can be formed according to the requirements of the system
and will satisfy the individual needs of the blockchain. Also in the process of
developing the proposed protocol, the main aspects of security related to protection against various types of malicious software, including botnets and computer viruses, were addressed. To apply PoA, the network is designed on a Layered
Peer to Peer (LP2P) architecture, the feature of which is that nodes interact at
different levels according to their typing or parameterization, which will be
used to execute the algorithm developed and find consensus. In addition, the
protocol may be one of the steps in the implementation of new principles of local tax policy, where taxes will be tied to the activities of individual members of
the public, as well as the renewal of suffrage based on the social activity of
network members and a qualitatively new principle of conducting new ones,
experimental but qualitative choices.
Keywords: Protocol, Network, Decentralized, Distributed, Consensus Protocol
Algorithm, Blockchain, Architecture.
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Introduction

As distributed ledger technology became incredibly popular in 2018 because of the
extremely high cryptocurrency rate. Despite global cryptocurrencies prices falling and
the growth of general information about the technology, blockchain remains one of
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the most important areas of computer science along with AI, IoT, and cloud computing. Blockchain remains an interesting topic for major financial companies, global
banks, agricultural enterprises, real estate and land markets, governmental institutions,
and social networks. The most usable and widespread methods of blockchain network
organization are consensus protocols - Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake
(PoS). But both PoW and PoS have a quite number of disadvantages which influence
the security, speed of work. accessibility, scaling, and efficient energy usage.
PoW is promotes energy inefficiency in calculations, required for the PoW-based
blockchain algorithms. Some basic estimates suggest that the biggest blockchain systems that used PoW, Bitcoin and Ethereum, used roughly $4.5B of electricity, which
works out to more than $12M daily [2, 3]. For example, these 2 networks used more
electricity for computation than Finland did. There are other PoW issues. In particular, PoW lacks transaction handling speed (one block creation takes 10 minutes - the
time to solve a puzzle for validation, and the puzzle’s complexity is made the way so
the node spends the mentioned amount of time [1]). Another problem is pseudodecentralization when the “power” is concentrated by the most equipped nodes. Also,
the motivation of nodes to support the network is reduced because of the declining
reward for mining. The decline in support might cause the security of the system to
decline.
The PoS protocol strove to become the alternative to the PoW protocol [4]. The
PoS protocol has a number of advantages over the PoW protocol: electricity is not
needed to solve the puzzle, nodes are interested in network security as they own the
coins in it, and faster transactions. Nevertheless, The PoS protocol has the pseudodecentralization problem [5] just like the PoW protocol has. This might cause the
members’ motivation to be an active node in the network to decrease. Since the nodes
that have the bigger stakes will be selected as the validators more often, the “rich will
become richer”.
The problems mentioned earlier encourage computer scientists to look for new protocols that will reduce the problems discussed earlier.
The goal of our research is to develop a new socially-oriented protocol that avoids
pseudo-decentralization and network monopolization. It also increases network accessibility for new nodes, provides fair selection of validators based on their capacity
for work, and provides impartial rewards for creating new blocks and adding them to
the blockchain.
Our Proof-of-Activity (PoA) consensus protocol allows the creation of new blocks
and adding them to the blockchain. The PoA protocol also selects the validator nodes
based on the value of the node’s activity in the network and whatever criteria are
specified by the specific blockchain system.
To use the PoA protocol the network should be designed according to the Layered
Peer to Peer (LP2P) architecture. The specific point of the LP2P architecture is that
each node is located on different layers based on its type or the parameters it uses for
the consensus algorithm.
The PoA consensus algorithm may be implemented for every socially oriented
structure: social networks, crowdfunding platform, civil or municipal sites. The PoA
protocol applies to all organizational forms that have clearly-defined valuable activity

performed by their members that needs to be tracked. It allows all participants to be
grouped based the type of activity or other system definitions.
The PoA protocol can be used to create municipal or governmental platforms that
could unify public initiatives and help to implement successful ones. Any financial
systems integrated into those platforms could handle the transactions dealing with
cryptocurrencies.
Also, the new PoA consensus protocol may provide the basis for advanced tax policies where tax deductions will be tied to the public activity of members of the public.
The PoA protocol can potentially invigorate the election process by factoring in the
social activity of citizens. This may lead to new types of elections.
Another issue for the development of a new socially oriented protocol that avoids
pseudo-decentralization and monopolization of the network is its protection from
malicious software, including botnets and various types of computers viruses [6-12].
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Related works

There are two companies working on the blockchains based on socially-oriented platforms, rather than the regular Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake principles - NEM
[13] and Mithril [14].
NEM is based in Singapore and is using novel technologies and the original
blockchain architecture as an alternative to the existing PoW and PoS protocols. They
designed the first cryptocurrency based on the Proof-of-Importance (PoI) consensus
protocol [15]. Their new system has fast transactions, small fees, low energy consumption, and transparent workflow. Its team of developers calls NEM the functional
payment tool for the modern economy. It takes 5 seconds to create a transaction in the
user’s wallet and 20 seconds to handle it. The network is ready to handle 3000 transactions per second [16].
The Proof-of-Importance consensus protocol selects the node of the network that
will add a new block to the ledger - this process is called ‘harvesting’ in NEM. After
finishing the harvesting, the node may take the fee from the processed transactions in
a block. The nodes with the highest importance rate have will be chosen more often to
create a block. Nodes should keep at least 10000 XEM (the unit of cryptocurrency in
the NEM network) to be allowed to participate in harvesting.
The Proof-of-Importance protocol can resolve issues arising from difficulties between the Proof-of-Stake model and the identification of internal notes. NEM solves
this problem using three factors: deposit, transaction partnership, the total amount of
and the sizes of the transactions over the last 30 days.
Deposit:
─ at least 10000 to be bought to participate in harvesting;
─ the more coins you own, more importance you get;
─ PoI approves the only coins being owned for the defined term.
Transaction partnership:

─ PoI rewards users who passed transactions to other NEM users’ accounts;
─ users aren’t allowed to manipulate passing the transactions between accounts, the
algorithm decides which transactions to accept.
The total amount of and the sizes of transactions over the last 30 days:
─ each transaction (bigger than the required size) increases the proof of importance
of the account;
─ bigger and more frequent transactions increase importance.
Mithril [18] is a decentralized social media platform, founded by Taiwan entrepreneur Jeffrey Huang. Mithril rewards everyone who creates media content. Users
earn tokens via the “social mining” process that allows them to interact with other
members. Participants get rewarded if they are famous or major brand-leaders. Using
blockchain technology, Mithril is allowed to provide transaction security in order to
protect all involved. Also, the distributed data technology saves the trusted and untouched transactions. The main goal of the Mithril platform is to be the best blockchain system that can be implemented using the existing social media platforms.
Social mining [19] was originally used by Mithril to run the process for basic system functionality. The core, social mining algorithm is works with user content that
was created by the network participants who get MITH coin in based on the value of
the content. The reward will be tied to the creator’s influence and success. The more
content that is created by users of the system, more coins will be earned. For example,
consider the three new users X, Y, and Z. All three users are newcomers with a 0
balance. After a week, X produces 4 stories, with 400 views and 0 likes, Y produces 5
stories with 200 views and 80 likes, and Z produces nothing. As a result, the total
Mithril reward is 10000 MITH coins with 4000 MITH going to X, 6000 MITH going
to by Y, and 0 MITH going to Z.
The Steem company developed the very interesting Proof-of-Brain consensus protocol [37]. It is based on user activity and rewards the production of high-quality content on specific platforms. The mining process consists of content creation, interaction
with voting (likes or comments), or viewing. The more likes, comments or verified
views the content gathers, the more coins will be mined. Thus, mining is based on
“collective intelligence” which makes the algorithm smart as well as social [35]. The
PoB consensus protocol is based on two major features: the pool of tokens dedicated
to content creation and curation, and the voting system that leverages the wisdom of
the crowd to assess the value of content and to distribute tokens on that basis. This
protocol inherits the PoW principle of mining, but requires human work to distribute
tokens to community participants. The Proof-of-Brain protocol is a tool for building
perpetually growing communities that encourage their members to add value to the
community though the built-in reward structure.
Another great example of socially-oriented blockchain technology is the Basic Attention Token [36]. The Brave browser monitors users’ activity and how they interact
with published advertising. Using the Brave browser, the user may get rewarded
based on paying attention to the advertising. The browser uses an anonymous shield

to protect users’ personal data. This system uses the BAT as its internal cryptocurrency rewards [37].
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Main section

3.1

Layered Peer-to-Peer (LP2P) network architecture

To design a blockchain network according to the Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol principles, some clarifications regarding the architecture should be added. The
classic blockchain network, for example Bitcoin which uses the Proof-of-Work consensus protocol, is based on the Peer-to-Peer network architecture. In that case, each
node is an equal unit in the global system workflow. But, to design the network to
handle the PoA protocol, the node’s type or parametrization is required. It’s necessary
to follow the stages of the defined consensus algorithm to select the validator nodes.
Designing a PoA peer-to-peer network requires additional details which is why
multiple layers are suggested for handling the different types of parameters of the
network. Each layer (or level) contains a subset of the nodes that are grouped by some
specific condition. Nevertheless, the network still keeps the properties of the classic
P2P network of nodes being equal. We refer to this enhance clarified architecture by
the name Layered Peer-to-Peer (LP2P). The difference between the network architectures is compared in Figure 1. According to the quantity and the quality of its activity
in the network, a node may be transferred through the layers, promoting itself and
increasing the possibility of being selected as the validator. Note that the location of a
node in the network is not static and may change. According to Figure 2, if the condition 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) ≥ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥1 for node0K is true, the transformation

node0 K → node1L + 1 happens. If the node located on layer N gets the level of activity, that’s at least equal to activity index N+1, this node moves to the next layer and
becomes a layer N+1 node.

Fig. 1. Different network architectures: server-based, Peer-to-Peer and Layered Peer-to-Peer

Nodes will be grouped in layers based on their activity and will be able to participate in selecting nodes for validation roles (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Multilayered Peer-to-Peer network and layered nodes

Fig. 3. Network types class diagram for active nodes (Node Type A, Node Type B, Node Type
C) and passive nodes (Node Type X, Node Type Y)

3.2

The Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol

As stated earlier, the main goals of the Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol is to
provide efficiency, fair rewards, a socially-oriented transaction validation process,
and a method for adding blocks of transactions to the blockchain. We will address
these points in more detail.
Energy Efficiency
The PoA consensus protocol is quite similar to the Proof-of-Stake protocol and totally different from the Proof-of-Work protocol - there is no puzzle to solve, which is
the main criterion for block creation, signing and adding to the ledger. The PoA protocol doesn’t require hardware for the transaction verification process and doesn’t
follow the “Mining Rush” which means wasting huge amounts of resources for hash
function calculations that become more and more complex to solve requiring ever
more powerful equipment to provide fast calculations.
Fairness
Unlike the PoS protocol, one is not required to own the biggest cryptocurrency
stake to have a chance to become a validator and get a reward. The PoS protocol increases the importance of owning more coins which makes the system more centralized and monopolized. The PoA protocol makes the system more decentralized and
increases the user’s motivation to participate in the network and reduces the need to
get as many coins as possible as quickly as possible. Unlike the PoW protocol, it is
not necessary to increase power consumption dramatically in order to increase the
probability of being rewarded. Under the PoA protocol, the probability of getting
rewarded is proportional to the user’s activity which inspires all nodes to increase
activity and become more socially useful.
Social Orientation
Being socially oriented, the PoA platform might interest public companies to implement the PoA blockchain algorithm. The PoA protocol might encourage members
to be more active in solving different tasks, challenges and problems. For example,
launching such a system by a municipality, might encourage its citizens to earn rewards by becoming more publicly active. It might develop into a local cryptocurrency
that might affect the local tax laws. It might also strengthen the security of the election process by using blockchain technology in a variety of ways.
These uses of the PoA protocol might create new local markets and stimulate regional innovation. These new e-government services might become integrated into the
overall system of municipal government.
3.3

The new consensus block creation algorithm

Before a block can be created, we must have a set of income transactions ready to
be added to the block. Like the Blockchain block, a PoA block will contain at most

1MB of information. So, as input there is the following number of transactions:
∑in=1 sizei ∑in=1 sizei = const size const size , where size – is the transaction size, N – the
transactions amount to be added to the block, const size const size – constant block size
= 1 MB.
Below we go through the stages of the consensus algorithm that will select the single node-validator that will be allowed to create a block, sign the block and add it to
the blockchain. This algorithm is sketched in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. The PoA protocol algorithm for finding the consensus among the nodes and adding a
new block to the blockchain

Stage 1:

Let the set of levels be [A, B, C … N] located according to the LP2P network architecture. We will use lowercase letters to denote the nodes at each level. Thus, node
ai ∈ A, where i ≤ k , node bi ∈ B , where i ≤ l , node ci ∈ C , where i ≤ k ,…, node and
node ni ∈ N , where i ≤ p . For each layer, we run the function flevel to select the potential validator for each layer, e. g., f a ( a1 , a2 , a3 ,..., ak ) ,
f c ( c1 , c2 , c3 ,..., am ) … f n ( n1 , n2 , n3 ,..., n p ) .

f b ( b1 ,b2 ,b3 ,...,bl ) ,

Stage 2:
The set of the potential validators [a’, b’, c’ … n’] is used as a parameter for the
random function we use to select the final node-validator – random([a’, b’, c’…n’]).
We label the final node v.
Stage 3:
The final node v is used as a parameter for adding the new block to the blockchain
and signing it using the previously formed hash value – block(v, T, hash) block(v, T,
hash), where v – node-validator, T – the set of valid transactions ready to be added to
the block, hash – hash value for signing the block with.
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Experiments and evaluation

The Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol and the algorithm for adding new blocks to
the blockchain is based on 3-level typing. Figure 5 visualizes the algorithm for getting
the consensus for the LP2P designed network with 3-leveled typing using the set of
levels [A, B, C].
Figure 6 shows the estimated electricity consumption used by various consensus
protocols. The PoA and PoB consensus protocols have zero estimated electricity consumption. At the same time the PoW protocol requires the largest amount of electricity. The PoS and PoI protocols might require some electricity consumptions in the
initial stages if the PoW algorithm is used for the initial mining.

Fig. 5. Estimated electricity consumption required by various consensus protocols

Fig. 6. PoA algorithm visualization for generating the consensus among the LP2P network
nodes with 3-leveled typing

Table 1 compares the Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol to some of the most popular and relevant protocols. Such criteria as electricity consumption, decentralization,
activity monitoring, social-orientation, scalability, difficulties in joining the network,
etc., were reviewed for the comparison.
Table 1. Consensus protocols comparison

Electricity consumption
Pseudo-decentralization issue
Resource monopolization
Easy to join
Activity monitoring
Social orientation
Scalability
Wide applicability
Requires initial coin ownership

PoA
+
+
+
+
+
-

PoW
+
+/+
+/+
+
-

PoS
+/+
+
+
+
+

PoI
+/+/+/+/+
+
+

PoB
+
+
+
+
-

The PoB protocol most resembles the Proof-of-Activity protocol: it’s sociallyoriented, avoids pseudo-decentralization, doesn’t require initial coin owning, and
doesn’t require much electricity. The major difference between the PoA and PoB
protocols is that PoB may only be used for media-networks – it requires the content to
be rated and voted upon. On the other hand, the PoA protocol can be used for nonmedia networks, such as crowdfunding platforms, municipal sites, and projecthandling resources.
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Conclusions

The new PoA socially oriented network protocol was introduced in this paper. Among
its advantages are:
─
─
─
─
─

it minimizes pseudo-decentralization;
it minimizes the monopolization of resources and power;
it increases the accessibility of the network for each active node;
it properly selects node-validators based on efficient activity;
it fairly rewards the nodes involved in the creation of blocks and blockchain support.

The network handles transaction signing and adding transactions to the distributed
ledger. It selects the node-validator for this process according to valuable social activity in the network and due to the predefined conditions and requirements which might
be adopted for the given blockchain-based system.
The network uses the Proof-of-Activity consensus protocol based on the Layered
Peer-to-Peer network architecture. It allocates nodes to different layers depending on
their type or parameters, but at the same time, keeps the nodes on each layer equal.

This ensures the correctness of the algorithm and enables it to adapt for individual
networks.
The PoA protocol can be implemented in any socially oriented setting: social networks, crowdfunding platforms, public sites, and municipal systems. It can be used in
all forms of organizations where it is easy to determine whether activity is valuable, It
can help to structure of organization based on activities or permissions. Also during
process of developing the proposed protocol, the main aspects of security related to
protection against malicious software, including botnets and computer viruses, were
addressed
In addition, the new Proof-of-Activity protocol may be used as one of the stages
for implementing a new tax policy – the amount of taxes due could be determined
from the activity level of the users, who might receive some privileges in they are
very socially active. This might lead to modifications in election law that might make
elections more fair.
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